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The shareholders' general meeting means the company’s intents made at 
the shareholders’ general meeting by shareholders executing their voting power 
according to the shares that they hold and the majority principle. In Modern 
Corporation the ownership and operation are separated，so the shareholders 
can’t exercise their rights by themselves. Instead，they can only realize share 
right by shareholder’s general meeting. Because of this reason the shareholders’ 
general meeting is the important platform for shareholders’ exercising their 
share rights. It plays an important role in realizing shareholders’ share right and 
safeguarding the legitimacy and justice in the operation of a company. 
Revolution of shareholder’s general meeting is made according to the majority 
principle based on shareholders’ intents. Therefore，the company，directors， 
officers as well as shareholders are required to obey the resolution. From this 
perspective，both the procedure and the content are comply with the law and 
general social custom. In contrast，it will influence the effect of revolution; 
break the legal relationship and normal running of economy. 
 In practice，there always exist some blemishes in the operation of general 
meeting of shareholders. To some extent，it not only violates the interests of 
shareholders and the whole company but also damage the regular running of the 
market economy. It is significant and meaningful to study the resolution flaws 
of general meeting of shareholders both practically and academically. 
However， in our country the “Company Law” just establishes an overall 
framework of shareholder resolutions of the shareholder’s general meeting with 
a flaw of the relief system，and is still inadequate when compared with the 
related systems of other countries and regions in the world. It also can’t meet 
the real demands in practice.  
















The first chapter briefly introduces the framework of the resolution of 
shareholders’ general meeting，mainly including the characteristics and legal 
effect of it. The second chapter deals with the basic theory of defect of 
shareholders general meeting’s resolution，including the definition of the defect 
of resolution，the development history and the legal effect of it. Besides，the 
types of defects of resolution are referred in this chapter，including defects in 
procedure and contents as well as the consequences caused by the defects of 
resolution. The third chapter demonstrates the remedies for the defects of 
resolution. It includes the judicial remedies and the non-judicial remedies. The 
forth chapter are based on the summaries above，making suggestions and 
proposals for the improvement on the remedy system of the resolution，and 
legislation. 
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撤销之诉的理由，第 241 条规定了无效的原因，其中第 246 条规定了可撤
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